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Why were the secret teachings of the original Christians brutally suppressed by the Roman
church?Because they relate the myth of the Christian Goddess Sophia.Because they portray
Jesus and Mary Magdalene as mythic figures based on the Pagan dying and resurrecting
Godman and the fallen and redeemed Goddess.Because they show that the gospel story is a
spiritual allegory encoding philosophy that leads to Gnosis – mystical enlightenment.Because
they undermine all external authority by revealing the Christ within.Because they have the power
to turn the world inside-out and transform life into an exploration of consciousness.Drawing on
the cutting edge of modern scholarship, this groundbreaking book from the authors of the
international bestseller 'The Jesus Mysteries' decodes the secret teachings of the original
Christians for the first time in almost two millenia.

From the Inside FlapWhy Were the Teachings of the Original Christians Brutally Suppressed by
the Roman Church?- Because they portray Jesus and Mary Magdalene as mythic figures based
on the Pagan Godman and Goddess- Because they show that the gospel story is a spiritual
allegory encapsulating a profound philosophy that leads to mythical enlightenment- Because
they have the power to turn the world inside out and transform life into an exploration of
consciousnessDrawing on modern scholarship, the authors of the international bestseller The
Jesus Mysteries decode the secret teachings of the original Christians for the first time in almost
two millennia and theorize about who the original Christians really were and what they actually
taught. In addition, the book explores the many myths of Jesus and the Goddess and unlocks
the lost secret teachings of Christian mysticism, which promise happiness and immortality to
those who attain the state of Gnosis, or enlightenment. This daring and controversial book
recovers the ancient wisdom of the original Christians and demonstrates its relevance to us
today.--This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.About the AuthorTimothy Freke has
a degree in philosophy, is the author of more than twenty books, and is an authority on world
spirituality.Peter Gandy has an MA in classical civilization, specializing in the ancient mystery
religions. He is coauthor, with Timothy Freke, of The Jesus Mysteries, The Complete Guide to
World Mysticism, and Hermetica.--This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.From the
Back CoverWhy Were the Teachings of the Original Christians Brutally Suppressed by the
Roman Church?- Because they portray Jesus and Mary Magdalene as mythic figures based on
the Pagan Godman and Goddess- Because they show that the gospel story is a spiritual
allegory encapsulating a profound philosophy that leads to mythical enlightenment- Because
they have the power to turn the world inside out and transform life into an exploration of
consciousnessDrawing on modern scholarship, the authors of the international bestseller The
Jesus Mysteries decode the secret teachings of the original Christians for the first time in almost



two millennia and theorize about who the original Christians really were and what they actually
taught. In addition, the book explores the many myths of Jesus and the Goddess and unlocks
the lost secret teachings of Christian mysticism, which promise happiness and immortality to
those who attain the state of Gnosis, or enlightenment. This daring and controversial book
recovers the ancient wisdom of the original Christians and demonstrates its relevance to us
today.--This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission.
All rights reserved.'I will reveal to you what no eye can see,what no ear can hear,what no hand
can touch,what cannot be conceived by the human mind.'Jesus, The Gospel of ThomasLife is a
Mystery. A Mystery so awesome that we insulate ourselves from its intensity. To numb our fear of
the unknown we desensitize ourselves to the miracle of living. We perpetuate the nonchalant lie
that we know who we are and what life is. Yet behind this preposterous bluff the Mystery remains
unchanging, waiting for us to remember to wonder. It is waiting in a shaft of sunlight, in the
thought of death, in the intoxication of new love, in the joy of childbirth or the shock of loss. One
minute we are going about our business as if life were nothing special and the next we are face
to face with profound, unfathomable, breathtaking Mystery. This is both the origin and
consummation of the spiritual quest.Although the conditions of life have changed continually
throughout history, the Mystery of life has remained the same. This is a book about a remarkable
group of men and women who, some 2,000 years ago, were touched by the Mystery and dared
to plumb its depths. Revolutionaryfree-thinkers who synthesized the available wisdom of the
world and articulated perennial truths in dynamic, innovative ways. Creative visionaries who
encoded their teachings in extraordinary myths. Explorers of Consciousness whose mystical
philosophy promised 'Gnosis' - experiential Knowledge of Truth. These forgotten spiritual
pioneers could not have conceived of the unparalleled impact they would have on the history of
humanity. Who were they? They called themselves 'Christians'.It was these radical individualists
who inadvertently created the most authoritarian religion in history. Their questioning mysticism
was distorted, almost beyond recognition, into the dogmatic creed of what they called an
'imitation church'.2 When this impoverished form of Christianity was adopted as the official
religion of the brutal Roman Empire, the original Christians were violently suppressed, their
scriptures burned and their memory all but erased. The Roman Church fabricated its own
account of the origins of Christianity, still believed today, which dismisses the first Christians as a
minor cult of obscure heretics. But it was these brilliant mythographers who authored a story
which continues to dominate the spiritual imagination of the Western world. From the archaic
allegory of a dying and resurrecting Son of God they fashioned a new and vibrant myth which
has captured the hearts and minds of millions: the fable of a Jewish peasant who saved the
world: the story of Jesus the Christ.The Good NewsFor the original Christians, the Jesus story
was a myth used to introduce beginners to the spiritual path. For those wishing to go deeper
than the 'Outer Mysteries', which were only 'for the masses', there were secret teachings or
'Inner Mysteries'.#3 These were 'the secret traditions of true Gnosis' which, according to the
'Church Father' Clement of Alexandria, were transmitted 'to a small number by a succession of



masters'.4# Those initiated into these Inner Mysteries discovered that Christianity was not just
about the dying and resurrecting Son of God. They were told another myth that few Christians
today have even heard of - the story of Jesus' lover, the lost and redeemed Daughter of the
Goddess.Amongst the original Christians the divine was seen as having botha masculine and
feminine face. They related to the Divine Feminine as Sophia, the wise Goddess.5# Paul tells us,
'Among the initiates we speak of Sophia', for it is 'the secret of Sophia' that is 'taught in our
Mysteries'.#6 When initiates of the Inner Mysteries of Christianity partook of Holy Communion, it
was Sophia's passion and suffering they remembered.7# Amongst the original Christians,
priests and priestesses would offer initiates wine as a symbol of 'her blood'.8# The prayer would
be offered: 'May Sophia fill your inner being and increase in you her Gnosis.'9# It was Sophia
who was petitioned:'Come, hidden Mother; come, you who are made manifest in your works,
and give joy and rest to those who are bound to you. Come and partake in this Eucharist which
we perform in your name, and in the love feast for which we have assembled at your
invitation.'#10The eradication of this Christian Goddess by the patriarchal Roman Church has
left us all motherless children. Women have been denied a sympathetic rapport with the Divine
Feminine. Men have been denied a love-affair with a female face of Deity. Spirituality has
become part of the battleground which separates the sexes, when it should be the sanctuary of
eternalfellowship. The original Christians, however, practised 'partnership spirituality'. They
valued men and women equally, as expressions of God and Goddess. They saw the division of
the sexes as a correlate of that primal duality which is the source of creation, a duality that when
made one, as in the act of love, brings the bliss of union that they called 'Gnosis'.For the original
Christians the Jesus story appears at the end of a cycle of Christian myths which begins with the
ineffable Mystery manifesting itself as a primordial Father and Mother and culminates in the
mystical marriage of Jesus and Sophia. The Inner Mysteries reveal these myths as allegories of
spiritual initiation, symbolic stories which encode a profound philosophy with the power to
transform an initiate from a Christian into a Christ.#11For the original Christians the 'gospel' or
'good news' is not a story written in a book. Rather they taught that: 'The gospel is the
Gnosis.'#12 The good news is that a complete transformation of consciousness ispossible. The
good news is that there is a way to transcend suffering. The good news is that there is a natural
state of happiness which is our birthright. This is the gospel of absolute freedom. It is not a set of
rules which we must follow to become 'good'. It is about discovering our own essential nature,
which is good already, so that we can live spontaneously. This gospel holds out the extraordinary
promise that those who understand it 'will not taste death'.13# But immortality is not access to
Heaven as reward for living an upright life. It is the immediate realization, here and now, of our
true identity, which was never born and so can never die.A Journey of InitiationThis book is an
exploration of the gospel of Gnosis. Our aim has been to present a radical alternative to the
traditional picture of who the original Christians were and what they believed. Like all spiritual
movements, early Christianity covered a broad spectrum of individuals and schools with differing
levels of perception, so we have chosen to focus on what we regard as their best and most



enduring insights, which may still be valid for us today.Why isn't the gospel of Gnosis common
knowledge? First, because the Roman Church has spent over 16 centuries systematically
destroyingthe evidence that it ever existed. For much of this time, merely to possess Christian
works unacceptable to the established Church was punishable by a cruel death. Thankfully
some of these texts have nevertheless survived. In recent decades they have been augmented
by fabulous archaeological finds such as the discovery of a library of 'heretical' Christian
scriptures in a cave near Nag Hammadi in Egypt. The implications of this find, and the advances
in our understanding of early Christianity that it has led to, have yet to be widely
appreciated.Inadequate translation has also played a significant role in disguis-ing the secret
teachings of Christianity encoded in the New Testament gospels and alluded to frequently by
Paul in his letters. Rendering these works into familiar 'churchy' English lulls us into the
reassuring illusion that we have understood what is being said, when in fact we have not even
begun to scratch the surface of the real significance of the original Greek. The 'heretical'
Christian gospels, on the other hand, are regularly rendered into unfamiliar English, making
them sound strange and inaccessible. One translator was even in the habit of remarking that
such texts were 'not supposed to make any sense'.#14 Little wonder, then, that an artificial
division has been created between the orthodox canon and other Christian gospels. However,
when the New Testament Jesus story is understood in its original context, as part of the whole
Christian myth cycle, and the 'heretical' gospels are interpreted sympathetically, they can, at last,
be seen as expressions of one profound mystical philosophy.In our examination of these texts
we have made one assumption which other commentators often do not make: that our ancestors
were not idiots. We have postulated that although they lived in very different physical conditions,
they still faced the same great enigmas of existence as we do today and that their answers are
potentially as valuable as contemporary views. We have, in short, approached the people we are
studying with the respect which they deserve and which they have been denied for nearly two
millennia.Academics have often failed lamentably to understand the spirituality of the original
Christians because they have lacked mystical insight. The Gnosis is not an intellectual theory. It
is a state of being. It is an inner 'Knowledge' which can never be truly understood from the
outside. Trying to comment on the Gnosis without ever having personally experienced its life-
changing impact is like writing a travelogue for a country you have never visited. Any native
would find it laughably absurd. We approach this work not only with a commitment to rigorous
scholarship, but also as lifelong students of experiential mysticism. We are not, however,
members of any cult or affiliated to any religious organization. This, we feel, makes us ideally
placed to take up the challenge of recovering the ancient Gnosis for modern readers.New ideas
can take decades to travel from scholarly circles to the general public. We have attempted to
circumvent this process by making the main text of the book as accessible as possible while
offering notes for those who wish to see more detailed evidence in support of our ideas or to
check our sources.For us, putting together this book has been much more than anacademic
study. It has been a revelation. For the original Christians, the process of initiation involved



meditating on their myths to tease outthe allegorical significance. In writing this book we
ourselves have had to undertake a similar in-depth study of Christian mythology. This has been
an initiatory experience which has left us transformed in ways we did not anticipate.It has been a
philosophical journey of cosmic proportions. Yet at its conclusion we have found that the secret
teachings of the original Christians, although seemingly arcane, are actually about
understanding the miracleof life just as it is. We have struggled to penetrate indecipherable
riddles. Yet we have found that, although seemingly complex, these teachingsare in essence
astonishingly simple. We have time-travelled back intothe ancestral mind. Yet although the
gospel of Gnosis belongs to a so-called 'dead' spiritual tradition, we have found it to be as
relevant and challenging today as it was two millennia ago. Our hope is that this book allows you
to also taste something of the ancient and perennial Gnosis for yourself.chapter twoThe original
Christians'Much that is written in Pagan books is found also in the books of God's Church. What
they share in common are the words which spring from the heart, the law that is inscribed on the
heart.'Valentinus, On Friends 1It's a strange world. At the end of the nineteenth century the
influential Hindu guru Vivekananda was sailing across the Mediterranean Sea on a return
journey to England when he had a curious dream. A very old and venerable-looking sage
appeared to him, saying:'Do ye come to effect our restoration? I am one of the ancient order of
Therapeutae. The truths preached by us have been given out by Christians as taught by Jesus;
but for the matter of that, there was no personality by the name of Jesus ever born.'#2This
extract from Vivekananda's autobiography was kindly sent to us by a reader of our previous
book, The Jesus Mysteries, because it endorses the revolutionary view of the origins of
Christianity that we presented there.After years of painstaking research we concluded that the
traditional history of Christianity was at best hopelessly inaccurate and at worsta pack of lies.
The evidence demanded that we think the unthinkable. Christianity was not the cult of a first-
century Messiah, but a Jewish adaptation of the ancient Pagan Mystery religion. We could find
no evidence that there had ever been an historical Jesus, because the gospel story was a
Jewish reworking of ancient Pagan myths of a dying and resurrecting Son of God.#3 We even
ventured an informed guess as to who may have authored the original Jesus myth - a sect of
mystical Jews called the Therapeutae.4#Is it possible that Vivekananda reached the truth by
intuitive meansa century before us? Perhaps. The psychologist Carl Jung came to believe that
the whole of human history could be reconstructed from the contents of one person's
unconscious.#5 Yet it requires substantial evidence to validate such a shocking revision of
received history. This we provided inThe Jesus Mysteries.The main concern of that book was to
uncover the true history of Christianity. The main concern of this book is to discern the true
meaning of Christianity. But before we can embark on an exploration of the gospel of Gnosis we
need an understanding of the historical context in which it was taught. In the light of our latest
research, therefore, we will first review, clarify and expand upon the picture of Christian origins
which we presented in detail in The Jesus Mysteries.The traditional history of Christianity has
managed to survive for so long, in part, because although it is utterly inadequate to the facts, it is



fairly internally consistent and easy to grasp. We have found that the best way to open people to
the idea that this supposed history is actually a complete fantasy is to present a rival picture of
how Christianity and Christian mythology developed, which is more coherent and plausible. In
this book, therefore, this is what we will attempt.Fundamentally all we are suggesting is that we
listen to the losers in the civil war that bedevilled Christianity in the third and fourth centuries
between the Roman Church and those it branded heretics and did everything in its power to
silence. The traditional history was written by the winners, but we have come to believe that the
account of the origins and meaning of Christianity given by those dissident Christians is far
closer to the truth.Gnostics and Literalists --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition
edition.Read more
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PW, “Illuminating (aka things I wasn't taught in CCD).. Well written and researched. As a former
Catholic I found this book to be a most illuminating piece of the puzzle or the "mystery" as the rc
church likes to refer to things they don't want you to know, like early church history. Read in
conjunction with the authors other books and Freddy Silva's books about sacred sites and
mystery religions, the history of Christianity is now much more comprehensible to me as an
outgrowth of prior religions and political chicanery of a most Roman sort, rather than as a unique
and unprecedented event in human history that should be presented in a historical vacuum, as it
was to me and generations of Catholics.”

Jana S., “Excellent background information on the history of the early Christians. Excellent
background information on the history of the early Christians, terminology, and how the Literalist
Christians turnedagainst the more esoterically connected christians/the gnostics for their own
power and how the Sophia figure/Mary and all otherparts of the Jesus myth was "borrowed"
from early pagan myths. Again, all for power in Rome and eventually around the world.Easy to
understand and progresses structurally along historic lines.”

Sarasoon, “The Christ - Real and Allegorical. What a wonderful, clear and easy to understand
presentation of the allegorical aspect of the Gnostic Christ Consciousness message! I believe
however that a physical Christ and His Disciples did live and walk on the face of this Earth. I
believe that the physical Christ incarnated on Earth not only to teach, maintain and continue this
wonderful spiritual truth of the Gnosis, but also to demonstrate the Ascension/Gnosis and the
fact that a human being could and should continue to live and do good works on Earth after
undergoing such a tremendous transfiguration, and act as a beacon of the ‘Light of the Christ’
for others to emulate. For we come from Eternal Life when we are born. That is not in dispute.
Where else could we possibly come from?! So the true message of the Gnosis was and is not
that. It is that you could go through Gnosis and connect fully with your Godself and can still
continue to live on Earth, thus becoming a living example of the Gnostic state of grace for others
to emulate.And the true Devotees, the true Disciples of the Inner Mysteries, those who were
ready to awaken to their Godhood, those with ’eyes to see’ and ‘ears to hear’ would understand
this, would understand the whole message; would understand the whole event; would
understand everything. For the Christ was saying to everyone and particularly to the Doubting
Thomas’s of His time and down the ages, “Look people, you do not have to take just my word for
it. I am the Living Proof of what I am teaching you!” So, indeed, for those who had “eyes to see
and ears to hear”, there was no way in which they could fail to understand the Gnostic Christ
Consciousness Message. They had all the proof that anyone could possibly need!And that is
precisely why the amazing quality, thoroughness and effectiveness of the teaching method that
was adopted for this message, the whole Christ experience was so absolutely stupendous and



has remained so down the ages! What better way to bring home your message and make it
unforgettable down the ages than to literally demonstrate in the flesh what you are preaching/
teaching to those who should follow in your footsteps and become living proof and teachers of
your incredible message?!For after this Christ, there would be no more single Great Teacher of
the Christ Consciousness Gnosis. For the time had come, or was fast approaching, for many
teachers -- not just one -- to now spread the Christ Consciousness message all over the world
by exemplifying the philosophy, by living the philosophy.”

Sam W., “This book has helped me return. About a decade ago I was at rock bottom and about
to take my life when I was hit with an unexpected experience that saved and changed my life,
this turned out to be what can be called Gnosis (amongst other things to other cultures for
example alchemy or becoming the buddha) Since that time I fell back down to the usual human
experience due to still being surrounded by sleeping bodies, I believe my frustration clouded me
from my (our) center... Anyway this book just reminded me of my experience and helped me
regain the glint in my eye once more. Highly recommended to both those who have awoke and
need a refresher and those who are curious. I hope all who read this achieve this unveiling too
for it is the ultimate reality. Know thyself.”

Eleyana Lake, “An Amazing book, that offers, so much Clarity and insight!!!. Wow - This book is
filled with so much Clarity and Depth!!!! I have been going through a lot of Self-realizations, in
my own life!! Rumi's poetry, seems to mirror that. The Course in Miracles , and even The
Prophet! It doesn't really matter, what Spiritual/Religious text is being read!! They are All
conveying the same message! It is All about finding our own 'Inner Truth/Peace/Light/Love'!
And that Home/Christ Consciousness/Heaven - is Within our Heart - Our Very Being! And is
right here, right Now, in this Very Moment!, and Every Moment!! Many Thanks Tim! Eleyana -
Swansea UK.”

neppy, “Wouldn't want to be without this. This is a replacement copy as I re-read it in the summer
and then lost it! ( Some synchronicity there!) It is too good a read not to have as a reference and
re-read copy, so this I have done with this one. I have read all of the Freke and Gandy books on
Gnosticism and this one particularly is so informative and challenges outdated ideas of what
three major religions presents as Gospel in easy to read and understandable language.
Everyone should read this in my humble opinion.  Life changing.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Exceptional. An exceptional book which confirmed my beliefs and
understanding on a deeper level. Well researched and referenced, encouraging further study.
Terminology difficult to understand at times but this leads to re-reading in order to digest and
interpret.  This book has also boosted my self belief and creativity.  Thank you.”

It's me here!, “Debunking, and useful BUT...... Interesting and refreshing, but not in the least



comforting if you are looking to feel confident about your religious position. This book is for
those moments when you want to be intellectual about god stuff, but not for when you are feeling
vulnerable and want to feel better.BUT....there is a horrible bit about sexual violence in here,
which the authors appear to find an acceptable practice. I had expected better of modern
men....  Out this book went.”

The book by Tim Freke has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 592 people have provided feedback.
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